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ABSTRACT
Base triples are recurrent clusters of three RNA
nucleobases interacting edge-to-edge by hydrogen
bonding. We find that the central base in almost all
triples forms base pairs with the other two bases of
the triple, providing a natural way to geometrically
classify base triples. Given 12 geometric base pair
families defined by the Leontis–Westhof nomencla-
ture, combinatoric enumeration predicts 108 poten-
tial geometric base triple families. We searched
representative atomic-resolution RNA 3D structures
and found instances of 68 of the 108 predicted base
triple families. Model building suggests that some
of the remaining 40 families may be unlikely to
form for steric reasons. We developed an on-line
resource that provides exemplars of all base
triples observed in the structure database and
models for unobserved, predicted triples, grouped
by triple family, as well as by three-base combin-
ation (http://rna.bgsu.edu/Triples). The classifica-
tion helps to identify recurrent triple motifs that
can substitute for each other while conserving
RNA 3D structure, with applications in RNA 3D
structure prediction and analysis of RNA sequence
evolution.
INTRODUCTION
Base triples are recurrent clusters of three RNA nucleo-
bases interacting edge-to-edge by hydrogen bonding.
They occur widely in structured RNA molecules and are
found in common, recurrent RNA 3D motifs, including
sarcin/ricin loops, kink-turns and C-loops (1–4).
In addition, base triples stabilize many RNA tertiary
interactions, including hairpin loop–receptor interactions
and various ‘A-minor’ motifs (5–7). As an indication
of the frequency of base triples in structured RNA
molecules, we find 140 base triples in the 3D structure
of bacterial 16S ribosomal RNAs and 280 in bacterial
23S rRNAs.
Identification of nucleotides forming base triples has
proven to be an important tool for modeling the
common 3D folding of homologous RNA molecules (8).
Bases that participate in triples are generally more con-
strained in sequence than bases forming only 1 base pair,
because mutation of one base of a triple may require
changing each of the other two bases in the triple to
conserve a functional 3D structure. As early as 1969,
Michael Levitt correctly predicted the interaction of nu-
cleotide 9 and the third base pair in the D-stem to form a
conserved base triple in the core of tRNA by comparison
of aligned tRNA sequences (9). On the basis of this and
other tertiary interactions, he built a remarkably accurate
3D model of tRNA. Likewise, in 1990 Michel and
Westhof published a highly successful model for the core
3D structure of Group I introns (10), relying largely on a
handful of predicted tertiary interactions, most of which
also formed base triples, to determine the overall folding
topology (11,12).
As of early 2011, 330 distinct atomic-resolution struc-
tures containing RNA had been deposited in the PDB/
NDB (Supplementary Data S1). With the significant
increase in the number of RNA 3D structures reported
at atomic resolution (13), the time is ripe for a systematic
survey and comprehensive classification of RNA base
triples. The systematic compilation of base triples that
we present in this article includes structures of all
distinct triples found in the current 3D database as well
as models of potential triples not yet found. We have
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organized these data and models in an on-line resource
(http://rna.bgsu.edu/Triples) that we anticipate will be
useful for comparative sequence analysis of homologous
RNA molecules, 3D RNA motif prediction and 3D struc-
ture modeling.
Xin and Olson recently provided a compilation of base
triples (14) that can be accessed at http://bps.rutgers.edu/
atlas/triplet. They organized base triples according to the
base combinations forming the triple, grouping together,
for example, all AAA triples or all UAC triples. In the
classification of Xin and Olson, geometrically similar base
triples, which can substitute for each other in homologous
structures, end up in different groups, making this
approach less useful for bioinformatic applications. In
another study, Nagaswamy et al. (15) compiled and
named base triples on the basis of the Sanger base pair
types (http://prion.bchs.uh.edu/bp_type/bp_structure.
html). This approach also separates geometrically similar
base triples into different groups. Furthermore, the
naming system based on the Sanger base pair types
requires keeping track of the numbering of the atoms of
each base, which may make it difficult for non-specialists
to remember and visualize individual geometries. Finally,
it is not clear, using previous classifications, how to predict
new base triples, not yet observed in the database.
Here, we propose a classification that groups together
geometrically similar base triples in ways we find to be
most useful for RNA 3D modeling, sequence alignment
and phylogenetic analysis. In previous work, we showed
that RNA base pairs are conveniently classified according
to the interacting edges of the paired bases, the Watson–
Crick (W), Hoogsteen (H) and Sugar (S) edges (16). Each
unmodified nucleotide, A, G, C or U, presents three edges
for H-bonding, as shown in Figure 1A. For each pair of
interacting edges, two relative orientations of the glycosid-
ic bonds (cis or trans) are possible (Figure 1B), giving rise
to 12 geometric base pair families. These are shown sche-
matically in Figure 1C, using triangles to represent each
nucleobase (16,17). Each base pair family is named ac-
cording to the glycosidic bond orientation and the inter-
acting edges, as previously described in the cited references
(16,17). For example, pairing between the Watson–Crick
edge of one base and the Hoogsteen edge of a second base
with the glycosidic bonds in trans produces a base pair
belonging to the trans Watson–Crick/Hoogsteen or
‘tWH’ base pair family. The canonical Watson–Crick
base pairs belong to the cis Watson–Crick/Watson–
Crick family, abbreviated ‘cWW’. Symbols were
proposed for annotating base pairs in 2D diagrams of
RNA structure, using circles, squares and triangles to rep-
resent the Watson–Crick, Hoogsteen and Sugar edges, re-
spectively. The geometric base pair classification has
proven useful in annotating and analyzing RNA 3D struc-
tures and understanding RNA sequence variation and
evolution (16–19).
Given that base triples are sets of three nucleotides
interacting by hydrogen bonding, we investigated
whether we can extend the Leontis/Westhof base pair clas-
sification to name and classify base triples in a descriptive
and comprehensive way (see Figure 1D for an example).
Moreover, we anticipated that such an approach could
serve to predict additional triples, not yet observed
experimentally.
This article addresses three basic questions: (i) how
many types of base triples are possible in RNA structures?
(ii) How many types are observed in the current database
of atomic-resolution 3D structures? (iii) How can base
triples best be clustered, classified and named to be most
useful in a variety of bioinformatic tasks, including im-
proving methods of aligning homologous RNA sequences
and modeling RNA 3D structures using sequence align-
ments as well as other experimental data?
RESULTS
In the ‘Definition and classification of regular base triple
families’ section, we begin by outlining the method we
developed to enumerate all potential families of ‘regular’
RNA base triples, which we define as clusters of three
RNA nucleobases in which well-defined base pairs form
between the central base and each of the other two bases
of the triple (Figure 1D). This approach is based on
the Leontis/Westhof base pair classification. In the
‘Symbolic searches for base triples using FR3D’ section,
we describe the results of searches of a non-redundant
(NR) subset of the atomic-resolution RNA structure
database to find instances of the predicted geometric
families of regular base triples that we carried out using
the ‘Find RNA 3D’ (FR3D) program suite, developed in
our laboratory (20,21). The observed and predicted
instances are presented in comprehensive tables avail-
able online (http://rna.bgsu.edu/Triples) as well as in
the Supplementary Tables.
In subsequent sections of the ‘Results’, we describe
searches we carried out using the new co-planar neighbor-
ing relation, which we implemented in FR3D and describe
in the Supplementary Data S0, to test the central hypoth-
esis of our approach to classifying RNA base triples.
Use of the co-planar relation along with expert manual
evaluation of the results identified a very small number
of ‘intermediate’ base triples (four distinct types). In
these triples, the third base interacts with each of the
other two bases by individual hydrogen bonds, without
forming full-fledged base pairs with either one alone.
In light of the fact that we found very few intermediate
base triples, we concluded that almost all base triples are,
in fact, regular.
Definition and classification of regular base triple families
Our approach to classifying regular base triple families is
based on the Leontis/Westhof classification of RNA base
pairs. We note that although there are only 12 base pair
families, there are actually 18 pairing relationships (22).
Consequently, the base designated ‘base 1’ of a given triple
can interact with the central base, designated ‘base 2’
(Figure 1D), by pairing in any of 18 distinct ways,
namely cWW (cis Watson–Crick/Watson–Crick), tWW
(trans Watson–Crick/Watson–Crick), cWH (cis Watson–
Crick/Hoogesteen), tWH (trans Watson–Crick/
Hoogesteen), cWS (cis Wastson–Crick/Sugar edge), tWS,
cHW, tHW, cHH, tHH, cHS, tHS, cSW, tSW, cSH, tSH,
1408 Nucleic Acids Research, 2012, Vol. 40, No. 4
cSS or tSS (Figure 1C). Therefore, base triple families can
be grouped into 18 superfamilies. However, since the
central base of a regular triple forms two pairs, each
base triple family can be designated in two different
ways, depending on which of the two component base
pairs of the triple is listed first. Thus, each base triple
family belongs to two superfamilies. For example, cWW/
tHW and tWH/cWW denote the same geometric triple
family and this family belongs to both the cWW and the
tWH superfamilies. The 18 superfamilies and the triple
families that belong to each superfamily are provided in
Table 1. Each family is assigned a unique numerical iden-
tifier (1 through 108) and appears twice in the table, in two
different superfamilies. The italic font indicates the second
appearance of each family in Table 1. Cells with gray
background in Table 1 indicate triple families for which
no instances have yet been observed in the current RNA
structure database. We also provide the relative local
strand orientations, parallel (P) and anti-parallel (A), for
each pair of nucleotides in the triple, in the order, nucleo-
tides 1 and 2, 2 and 3, and 1 and 3. These are the default
local strand orientations, which hold when each nucleo-
tide has the anti glycosidic configuration.
Symbolic searches for base triples using FR3D
We used FR3D to carry out symbolic searches to find all
experimentally observed instances of base triples that can
Figure 1. Summary of Leontis/Westhof base pairing classification. (A) Each unmodified RNA nucleotide presents three edges for base pairing
interactions, the Hoogsteen (H), Watson–Crick (W) and Sugar (S) edges. Consequently, nucleobases can be conveniently represented by triangles
as shown. Note that the sugar edges include the 20-OH group of the riboses. (B) For each pair of edges, nucleotides can pair in two distinct ways,
designated cis and trans, and related by 180 rotation of one nucleotide about the magenta axis that bifurcates the nucleobases perpendicular to the
interacting edges. The glycosidic bonds of the nucleotides are on the same side of this axis in the cis configuration, and on opposite sides in the trans
configuration (indicated by arrows). (C) Schematic representations of each of the 12 basic base pair families, using triangles to represent each base.
Symbols for annotating secondary structures of RNA with non-Watson–Crick base pairs are also provided. The symbols are derived by associating
circles with W edges, squares with H edges and triangles with S edges. Filled in symbols represent cis base pairs and open symbols, trans base pairs.
Note that the 12 base pair families result in 18 base pairing relations due to the asymmetry of some base pairs. (D) Schematic showing a repre-
sentative regular base triple, AUG tHW/cHS. The central base (U), numbered base ‘2’, pairs with each of the other two bases of the triple using a
distinct base edge. A is base 1 and G is base 3. The triple is named according to the base pairs formed by bases 1 and 2 (tHW in this case) and by
bases 2 and 3 (cHS in this case).
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be described as combinations of two (or possibly three)
annotated base pairs. We call these ‘regular base triples’.
We searched annotations of the NR dataset of RNA-
containing PDB structures (described in section 1 of
Supplementary Data S0) for all combinations of three
bases in which the first and second bases form a given
base pair (WC or non-WC), the second and third bases
form some type of non-WC base pair and the first and
third bases are not stacked. In a small number of cases, the
first and third bases also form an annotated pair, but it is
not necessary to specify this in the search to obtain these
instances. With this procedure, the same triple can be
found more than once, so we counted the base triples sys-
tematically, to avoid duplication. Moreover, some PDB
files have duplicated chains. FR3D identifies these and
retains just one instance.
The NR data set we used has 31 617 nucleotides in non-
duplicated chains. Of these nucleotides, 25 245 (80%) form
at least one base pair, 4773 (15%) are part of at least one
base triple, 2368 (7.5%) participate in more than one base
pair simultaneously and 146 (0.46%) form three base pairs
simultaneously. We find 13 906 base pair instances, 1864
distinct sets of three nucleotides making base triples
having exactly two base pairs and 276 base triples with
three base pairs, for a total of 2140 base triple instances.
The 2140 base triples involve just 4773 nucleotides because
many nucleotides participate in more than one base triple.
The 146 nucleotides that make three base pairs simultan-
eously are each involved in three distinct base triples (i.e.
forming base quadruples).
In the next sections, we systematically enumerate the
regular base triple families by considering each triple
superfamily in turn and summarizing the results of
database searches we carried out to identify instances of
each triple family. Details are compiled in Table 1.
The cWW base triple superfamily. We begin our enumer-
ation of base triple families with base triples in which the
first two bases are paired cisWatson–Crick/Watson–Crick
(cWW). These triple families belong to the cWW base
triple superfamily. We ask how many distinct ways the
third base can pair with the second to form a base
triple, given that the first two bases are paired cWW.
As the second (central) base already interacts with the
first base using its Watson–Crick (W) edge, it can pair
with the third base using its Hoogsteen (H) or Sugar (S)
edges. However, the third base can, in principle, interact
with the second base using either its W, H or S edges.
Moreover, this interaction can occur with the glycosidic
bonds of the second and third bases oriented cis or trans to
each other. Thus, there should be 12 different base triple
families based on cWW pairing between bases 1 and 2. We
group these base triple families into the ‘cWW base triple
superfamily’ (superfamily 1 in Table 1) and list them,
numbered 1–12, in the first column of the upper part of
Table 1. Further details regarding each member of the
cWW triple superfamily are provided in Table 2, including
base pair symbols introduced in previous work to desig-
nate the two component base pairs of each triple family
and a schematic representation using triangles to represent
the orientations of the bases in the triple (16,18).
Using the symbolic search capabilities of FR3D, we
searched the NR set of RNA-containing PDB structures
and found instances of all 12 predicted base triple families
of the cWW superfamily. They are shown with white
background in the first column of Table 1 to indicate
that instances have been observed for each.
The tWW base triple superfamily. The same consider-
ations lead to the prediction that there are potentially
12 families of base triples based on trans Watson–Crick/
Watson–Crick (tWW) pairing between the first two bases
of the triple. All these triple families are distinct from
those in the cWW superfamily; they are numbered 13–24
in Table 1 (superfamily 2, first column, lower section).
Using FR3D, we found instances of 10 of these triple
families. As for the cWW families, these are shown with
white background in Table 1. The two base triple families
we did not find in the tWW superfamily are shaded gray in
Table 1 (families 13 and 21).
The cWH and tWH base triple superfamilies. Next we con-
sidered base triple families in which the first two bases
form cis or trans Watson–Crick/Hoogsteen (cWH
or tWH) base pairs (triple superfamilies 3 and 4 in
Table 1). In these triples, the first base uses its W edge
while the second base uses its H edge. Thus, the second
base has free W and S edges to pair with the third base. To
avoid double counting base triple families already
enumerated in the cWW and tWW superfamilies, we
exclude triples in which cWW or tWW base pairs form
between the second and third bases, and obtain 10 new
potential base triple families based on cWH pairing and 10
others based on tWH pairing between the first two bases
of the triple. The duplicated triple families are also listed
in Table 1, designated with their original numbers and
displayed in italic font in Table 1. Using FR3D to carry
out symbolic searches, we found instances for seven triple
families in the cWH superfamily and 11 families in the
tWH superfamily. Note that the cWH and tWH
superfamilies also contain 12 base triple families in all,
because as noted above, each base triple family belongs
to two superfamilies.
The cWS and tWS base triple superfamilies. Superfamilies
5 and 6 comprise base triple families derived by formation
of cis or trans Watson–Crick/Sugar-edge (cWS or tWS)
base pairs between the first two bases of the triple. In
these triples, the second base has free W and H edges
for pairing with the third base. Excluding triples in
which the second base forms cWW, tWW, cHW or tHW
base pairs with the third base, we predict eight new base
triple families for the cWS and tWS superfamilies. We
found examples for eight families belonging to the cWS
superfamily, five of which are new, but only for six
families belonging to the tWS superfamily, two of which
are new.
The cHW and tHW base triple superfamilies. The cWH
and tWH superfamilies do not include base triples in
which the first and second bases switch roles, such that
the H edge of the first base pairs with the W edge of the
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second base. Because it is the second base that interacts
with the third base, we obtain additional triples by con-
sidering families of triples based on cHW and tHW
pairing between the first two bases. In the cHW and
tHW superfamilies, the second base can pair with the
third base using its H or S edges (Table 1, superfamilies
7 and 8). Excluding triples in which the second base forms
cHW, tHW, cSW or tSW pairs with the third base, we
predict eight new base triple families for the cHW and
eight for tHW superfamilies. Using FR3D, we obtained
instances representing eight new families, two in the cHW
superfamily and six in the tHW superfamily for a total
of five observed cHW families and 10 observed tHW
families.
Table 2. Example of a triple superfamily
No.
N1/N2/N3 N3/N2/N1 N1/N2 N2/N3 N1/N3 N1/N2 N2/N3
1 cWW/cHW cWH/cWW A P A
2 cWW/tHW tWH/cWW A A P
3 cWW/cHH cHH/cWW A A P
4 cWW/tHH tHH/cWW A P A
5 cWW/cHS cSH/cWW A P A
6 cWW/tHS tSH/cWW A A P
7 cWW/cSW cWS/cWW A A P
8 cWW/tSW tWS/cWW A P A
9 cWW/cSH cHS/cWW A P A
10 cWW/tSH tHS/cWW A A P
11 cWW/cSS cSS/cWW A A P
12 cWW/tSS tSS/cWW A P A
Base pair 
symbols
Relative local strand 
orientations Base triple 
schematic
cWW base triple 
families (two 
designations)
The cWW base triple superfamily comprises all geometric base triple families having two bases paired cWW and comprises the most instances.
Instances are known for each triple family in the cWW superfamily. The cWW triple families are numbered as in column 1 in Table 1. The
alternative names for each triple family are given in columns 2 and 3, and depend on the order in which the nucleotides in the triple are listed.
The local strand orientations, parallel (P) or anti-parallel (A) are given in columns 4 through 6. Leontis/Westhof symbols are shown for representing
the component base pairs of the triple in columns 7 and 8. In these symbols, circles denote Watson–Crick (W) edges, squares Hoogsteen (H) edges
and triangles, Sugar (S) edges, while solid symbols indicate cis base pairs, and open symbols trans base pairs. Finally, column 9 provides schematic
representations of each triple family using triangles to represent the bases. Base edges (W, H, S) are labeled with the corresponding symbols (small
circles, squares and triangles).
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The cHH and tHH base triple superfamilies. In these
superfamilies (9 and 10 in Table 1), the second base has
free W and S edges. Excluding all triples involving the
Watson–Crick edge of the second base as well as cSW
and tSW pairs between the second and third bases, we
predict six additional base triple families for the cHH
superfamily and six for the tHH superfamily. There are
very few cHH base pairs in the structure database, because
it is difficult to form these base pairs without steric clashes
between backbone atoms, and so we only find two triple
families belonging to the cHH superfamily. However, we
do find instances for six tHH base triple families in the
database, including three new ones (families 86–88).
The cHS and tHS base triple superfamilies. In super-
families 11 and 12, the second base can pair with the
third base using its W or H edge. Excluding all pairs
between the second and third bases except cWS, tWS,
cHS and tHS, we obtain four more possible base triple
families for each of these triple superfamilies. We found
instances for a total of three triple families in the cHS and
six in the tHS superfamilies.
The cSW and tSW base triple superfamilies. In the cSW
and tSW superfamilies, the second base can interact with
the third base using its H or S edges (superfamilies 13 and
14). We predict an additional four possible base triple
families in the cSW superfamily and four in the tSW
superfamily. Using FR3D, we found instances belonging
to six new families for a total of six observed families in
the cSW superfamily and seven in the tSW superfamily.
The cSH and tSH base triple superfamilies. Finally, we
must consider additional families based on cSH and tSH
base pairing between the first and second bases
(superfamilies 15 and 16). We found instances for each
of the additional four base triplefamilies, which involve
cSS and tSS pairing between the second and third bases,
for a total of eight triple families in the cSH superfamily
and eight in the tSH superfamily.
The cSS and tSS base triple superfamilies. No additional
families are obtained by considering cSS or tSS pairing
between the first two bases (superfamilies 17 and 18).
Triples that involve cSS or tSS are actually common
in RNA structures, but were already enumerated in the
other triple superfamilies. Combining previous searches,
we find instances for 10 triple families belonging to the
cSS superfamily and another 10 belonging to the tSS
superfamily.
Unobserved base triple families. The symbolic and geomet-
ric searches we conducted found instances for 68 of the
108 potential regular base triple families predicted by enu-
meration. This raises the question why we do not find
instances for the other 40 families. One possible explan-
ation is that some of the base triples are so rare that no
instances occur in the current atomic-resolution 3D struc-
ture database. Another explanation is that some of the
triples may simply be impossible to form in RNA for
stereo-chemical reasons. We consider each in turn.
We can estimate the expected frequencies of regular
base triple families by multiplying the observed
frequencies of the component base pairs, obtained in
previous work (18) and normalizing. The data are
compiled in Table 3, where each entry provides the
estimated frequency (upper number in each cell) and the
observed frequency (lower number in each cell) of the regu-
lar base triple composed of the base pairs given in the
column and row headings. Cells with white background
indicate observed base triple families, whereas gray back-
ground indicates base triple families that have not been
observed yet. Three base triple families are observed much
more often than expected. The tHW-cHS family occurs 12
times more often than expected, almost certainly because
of its central role in the widespread sarcin–ricin and
similar motifs. The cHW-cHW family occurs 12 times
more often than expected, but this is largely because
it forms the well-studied G quadruplex. Each of these
families has a small number of average clashes per
model. The large discrepancies between observed and
estimated frequencies for some families (e.g. tWW-cHH),
however, is probably not statistically significant given the
very small number of instances in these cases.
The estimated frequencies for all but 10 of the unob-
served base triple families are quite low, 0.12% or less.
However, a number of observed base triple families also
have low estimated frequencies, so statistical consider-
ations alone probably do not explain the absence of all
the unobserved families with low estimated frequencies,
or the absence of the remaining 10 unobserved base
triple families with relatively high estimated frequencies
(0.19–0.88%).
It is also possible that some base triple families are not
observed because of steric clashes between the base and/or
backbone atoms of the interacting nucleotides. We built
3D models for all possible base combinations of the 40
unobserved base triple families, as described in section 4 of
Supplementary Data S0, and examined them for severe
steric clashes. We also built models for all unobserved
but predicted base combinations in the 68 observed
families. A summary of the calculated clash data is
provided on the web page http://rna.bgsu.edu/Triples/
summary.php. Some, but by no means all, of the triple
families with low estimated frequencies exhibit large
average numbers of steric clashes in their 3D models,
and this may be the definitive factor explaining their
absence.
Next we focus attention on the 10 triple families for
which no instances are observed yet a significant number
is expected statistically. This includes the triple families
cSW/tHS, cHW/tSH, cHW/cSS, cHW/tSS, tSW/tSH,
cWH/tSH, tWH/tSH, tSH/tSW, tSH/cSH and tSH/tSH.
Three of these families, cHW/tSS, cHW/tSH and cSW/
tHS, are among the families with the most cumulative
clashes and the most average number of clashes per
model. It is likely that stereo-chemical reasons preclude
these families from forming. Six of the remaining seven
families involve the tHS (or tSH) base pair in combination
with tSW, tWH, cWH, cSH or tSH. The tHS base pair
usually occurs as a local interaction, helping to structure
hairpin, internal or junction loops. Frequently, loops
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containing tHS (tSH) form tertiary interactions, resulting
in the triples tSH/cSS and tSH/tSS, which occur more
frequently than expected (Table 3). Further work will be
needed to understand why the other triples involving tHS
(tSH) do not occur, as steric and statistical explanations
do not appear to be adequate.
Observed and potential three-base combinations in each
base triple family
For each base triple family, there are no more than
43=64 possible three-base combinations. One can
propose potential base combinations for each base triple
family based on the known base pair combinations for
bases 1 and 2 and bases 2 and 3. In other words, if base
2 can make the appropriate base pairs with base 1 and 3,
then the corresponding base triple may also be possible.
Potential three-base combinations. We devised a general
method for generating all potential three-base combin-
ations for each base triple family and obtained a total of
3938 potential three-base combinations. This number is
much larger than the 297 distinct three-base combinations,
distributed over 68 base triple families that we actually
observe in the current database (Supplementary Data
S2). We illustrate the method using the cWW/cHW base
triple family. We write a 4 4 matrix for each component
base pair family, entering ‘1’ in cells corresponding to base
combinations that form base pairs in the given family and
‘0’ in cells that do not. The corresponding matrices for the
cWW and cHW base pair families are shown on the left
side of Table 4. Thus, for the cWW family, all base com-
binations except GG form base pairs, but for the cHW
family only 9 of the possible 16 base combinations form
base pairs.
We use these matrices to generate a 16 4 matrix to
designate all potential three-base combinations in the cor-
responding base triple family, as shown for the cWW/
cHW base triple family in the right panel of Table 4.
Green backgrounds in cells indicate potential base triples
(entry= ‘1’) and pink backgrounds indicate base triples
anticipated not to exist (entry= ‘0’), based on the
non-existence of their component base pairs. This 16 4
matrix is actually a 2D representation of a 3D 4 4 4
matrix (i, j, k). The first four rows of the 2D matrix cor-
respond to the elements (i=1, j=1 . . . 4, k=1 . . . 4) of
the 3D matrix, the second four rows correspond to the
elements (i=2, j=1 . . . 4, k=1 . . . 4) of the 3D matrix,
and so on. Viewed this way, each element (i, j, k) of the 3D
matrix for cWW/cHW is obtained simply by multiplying
the (i, j ) element of the cWW matrix by the ( j, k) element
of the cHW matrix.
Observed counts of three-base combinations. The right
panel of Table 4 also displays the number of observed
instances of cWW/cHW base triples in the NR dataset.
All actually observed three-base combinations have
green background, indicating that they are predicted by
this method. However, not all potential triples are
observed (blank green cells). In fact, a fairly small
number of the potential triples are actually observed (see
Table 3. Estimated and observed frequencies (%) for regular base triple families
B2/B3 cHW tHW cHH tHH cHS tHS cSW tSW cSH tSH cSS tSS Percentages
B1/B2 % 1.40 3.72 0.04 0.83 1.15 4.78 1.28 1.15 1.15 4.78 4.37 3.58
cWW 76.49 4.12 10.94 0.12 2.44 3.38 14.06 3.76 3.38 3.38 14.06 12.85 10.53 Estimated
2.82 3.37 0.13 1.52 3.54 1.35 4.64 2.99 1.56 0.55 26.04 17.91 Observed
tWW 1.22 0.07 0.17 0.00 0.04 0.05 0.22 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.22 0.20 0.17 Estimated
0.00 1.05 0.08 0.13 0.04 1.05 0.08 0.17 0.00 0.04 1.35 0.13 Observed
cHW 1.40 0.08 0.20 0.00 0.04 0.06 0.26 0.07 0.06 0.06 0.26 0.24 0.19 Estimated
0.93 0.17 0.00 0.00 0.21 0.13 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Observed
tHW 3.72 0.20 0.53 0.01 0.12 0.16 0.68 0.18 0.16 0.16 0.68 0.62 0.51 Estimated
0.04 0.34 0.00 0.00 2.02 0.08 0.08 0.29 0.42 0.13 2.32 1.35 Observed
cSW 1.28 0.07 0.18 0.00 0.04 0.06 0.24 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.24 0.22 0.18 Estimated
0.21 1.22 0.00 0.00 0.38 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.42 0.21 0.08 Observed
tSW 1.15 0.06 0.16 0.00 0.04 0.05 0.21 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.21 0.19 0.16 Estimated
0.00 0.93 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.08 0.17 0.13 0.00 0.25 0.04 Observed
cWH 1.40 0.07 0.06 0.06 0.26 0.24 0.19 Estimated
0.00 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.13 0.59 Observed
tWH 3.72 0.18 0.16 0.16 0.68 0.62 0.51 Estimated
0.08 0.08 0.08 0.00 2.15 1.22 Observed
cHH 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01 Estimated
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Observed
tHH 0.83 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.15 0.14 0.11 Estimated
0.21 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.80 0.80 Observed
cSH 1.15 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.21 0.19 0.16 Estimated
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.29 0.13 Observed
tSH 4.78 0.24 0.21 0.21 0.88 0.80 0.66 Estimated
0.13 0.00 0.00 0.00 5.01 4.80 Observed
Each cell corresponds to the triple family composed of base pairs given in the column and row headers. The estimated frequencies (upper box in
each cell) were obtained by multiplying the observed frequencies of the component base pair families (provided in bold font in row 2 and in column
2) and normalizing. Cells with white background indicate base triple families with observed instances. Cells with gray background indicate base triple
families for which instances have not yet been observed.
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Supplementary Data S2 for all triple families). Some base
combinations are represented by very few instances, others
are very common. The most common base combination
is cWW/cSS GCA with 341 instances. The cWW
superfamily is the most populated superfamily, with 132
distinct base combinations populated by 1576 instances
(Table 5).
In fact, most predicted base combinations are not
observed in the current NR dataset. In some cases, this
is probably due to statistics: if the component base pair
combinations are rare, then the three-base combination is
also likely to be rare. However, we do not expect to
observe all the potential base combinations for a given
triple family even when the component base pairs are
not rare and the appropriate base pairs can form
between the central base (base 2) and either of the other
two bases (bases 1 and 3), because certain three-base com-
binations are subject to steric clashes or unfavorable elec-
tronic interactions between the bases 1 and 3 of the triple.
Conversely, favorable interactions between bases 1 and 3
can stabilize particular three-base combinations.
To examine these possibilities, we modeled each of the
potential base triples that we do not observe in the struc-
ture database and examined the structures for favorable
or unfavorable interactions between the bases 1 and 3.
We also examined structures of base triples that occur at
high or higher than expected frequencies for evidence of
favorable interactions.
Table 4. Observed and potential three-base combinations in the cWW/cHW base triple family
B1/B2 cWW/cHW
cWW A C G U B1-B2/B3 A C G U
A 1 1 1 1 AA
C 1 1 1 1 AC
G 1 1 0 1 AG 4
U 1 1 1 1 AU 1
CA 1
B2/B3 CC
cHW A C G U CG 2 31 6
A 0 0 1 1 CU
C 0 1 0 0 GA 1
G 1 1 1 1 GC 5
U 1 1 0 1 GG
GU
UA 16
UC
UG
UU
36
9
67
No. of observed base triple combinations 
No. of observed base triple  instances
Base triple combinations
Base pair combinations
Base pair combinations
No. of potential base triple combinations
The left panel shows the 4 4 matrices for the two component base pair families (cWW and cHW) of this base triple family. The entries in these
matrices designated with ‘1’ and green background are those base combinations that form base pairs in the respective base pair families, cWW and
cHW. Base combinations that do not form pairs are designated with ‘0’ and pink background. The right panel shows the derived 16 4 matrix
representing potential three-base combinations of the cWW/cHW base triple family, computed from the 4 4 base pair matrices as described in the
text. The base combinations that potentially form base triples are indicated with green background. Pink background indicates those base combin-
ations that are not expected to form triples, because of the absence of one or both of the corresponding base pairs. The entries in the base triple
matrix are the numbers of observed instances in the NR data set. Tables for all base triple families are available in Supplementary Data S2.
Table 5. Base triple families—statistics
Triple super family Occurrences
No. Abbreviation Potential
base
combination
Observed
base
combinations
Total
instances
1 cWW 519 132 1576
2 tWW 481 27 98
3 cWH 320 15 47
4 tWH 323 33 149
5 cWS 364 9 13
6 tWS 320 4 11
7 cHW 219 3 8
8 tHW 219 17 150
9 cHH 103 0 0
10 tHH 240 11 39
11 cHS 187 1 3
12 tHS 133 7 11
13 cSW 192 9 16
14 tSW 174 6 9
15 cSH 80 5 10
16 tSH 60 18 233
17 cSS 560 78 915
18 tSS 298 46 642
For each base triple superfamily, the numbers of three-base com-
binations forming potential (column 3) and observed (column 4) base
triples are listed. The total number of observed instances in the
non-redundant RNA structure data set used in this study is given in
column 5.
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To generate the 3D models, we added a module to
FR3D (20) that identifies the needed base pair exemplars
(18) and superposes the bases in each pair that correspond
to base 2 of the triple, as described in section 4 of
Supplementary Data S0. For example, to generate the
3D model of the UGG cWW/cHW base triple (right
panel, Figure 2), the second base of the base pair
exemplar for cWW UG was superposed on the first base
of the exemplar for cHW GG. The model shows that a
steric clash occurs in this triple between O4 of the U (first
base of triple) and O6 of the G that is the third base of the
triple. This clash explains why this three-base combination
is not observed. In the corresponding CGG cWW/cHW
base triple, no such clash occurs. Instead a potentially fa-
vorable interaction occurs between the electropositive
amino group of C and the electronegative carbonyl
group of the G (left panel, Figure 2). This triple occurs
at high frequency in the database.
Expected frequencies of base combinations. We calculated
expected occurrence frequencies of three-base com-
binations for each base triple family by multiplying the
occurrence frequencies of the corresponding base combin-
ations of the component base pair families from Ref. (18)
and normalizing. The expected base triple frequencies are
compared to observed occurrence frequencies in the NR
data set for each triple family in Supplementary Data S3.
Table 6 illustrates the use of these data for the cWW/
cHW base triple family, taken from Supplementary Data
S3. In each cell, the expected and observed frequencies
are juxtaposed to identify three-base combinations that
occur at significantly higher or lower frequencies than
expected. For example, based on the frequencies of
the component base pairs, both the cWW/cHW CGG
and UGG base triples are expected to have relatively
high frequencies. However, only the CGG triple is
observed. This prompted us to compare the models
shown in Figure 2, to understand why cWW/cHW UGG
is not observed, while CGG occurs frequently. The data in
Supplementary Data S3 provide the starting point for
much further work correlating base triple structure, sta-
bility and occurrence frequency.
Co-planar search for base triples
To test our hypothesis that base triples can be adequately
described as combinations of base pairs, we defined a new
co-planar neighboring relation between nucleobases in
FR3D, to search for possible base triples in the NR data
set, making the least number of assumptions about their
nature. We define bases as ‘co-planar’ when they lie in the
same plane and at a distance conducive to hydrogen
bonding, as determined by comparison to 90th percentiles
of measures of planarity and interaction distance
measured across annotated base pairs. Details are given
in section 3 of Supplementary Data S0. Bases that do not
meet the strict co-planar criteria may be annotated as near
co-planar if they meet somewhat looser criteria.
We searched the NR data set for sets of three RNA
nucleobases for which the co-planar or near co-planar
relation holds between bases 1 and 2 and between bases
2 and 3, and for which bases 1 and 3 are not stacked.
No additional conditions on the sequence or geometry
were imposed in this search, and, in particular, no require-
ment for annotated base pairs was added. This search
produced 1317 distinct instances of three bases satisfying
the criteria. Of these, 184 instances have three annotated
base pairs (i.e. base pairs between bases 1 and 2, between
bases 2 and 3, as well as between bases 1 and 3), 731
instances have two annotated base pairs (base pairs
between bases 1 and 2 and between bases 2 and 3), 364
instances contain just one annotated base pair and 38 have
no annotated base pair at all.
The 915 (184+731) instances that comprise two or three
annotated base pairs belong to one of the 108 regular base
triple families described above and need not be discussed
further.
The remaining 402 (364+38) instances contain no more
than one FR3D-annotated base pair. However, most of
Figure 2. Examples of favorable (A) and unfavorable (B) interactions between the first and third bases of a triple. (A) The exemplar structure of the
cWW/cHW CGG base triple which occurs at higher than expected frequency in the structure database. This triple appears to be stabilized by a
favorable interaction between the first and third bases of the triple, the H-bond shown with green dotted line between C(N4) and G(O6) of the third
base. (B) The steric clash between the first and third base that prevents the cWW/cHW UGG triple from forming. Red dots define clashing van der
Waals surfaces.
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these instances do have one or two FR3D-annotated
‘near’ base pairs and therefore represent cases in which
the interaction between two of the bases falls just
outside the base pair classification limits defined by
FR3D. For these cases, we superposed each near base
pair with the corresponding base pair exemplar (18) to
visually evaluate their structural similarities to annotated
pairs and triples. In addition, we conducted geometric
searches using FR3D for each of the 402 instances
obtained by the co-planar search that comprise no more
than one FR3D annotated base pair, to identify structur-
ally similar instances having the same three bases. Manual
inspection of the search results showed that 237 of these
402 instances (59%) were also adequately modeled by two
known base pairs and thus could also be assigned to one
of the regular base triple families already observed.
Manual inspection of the remaining 165 instances
revealed that 149 were not triples at all, either because
of a lack of edge-to-edge interactions, or, in a small
number of cases (ten), due to steric clashes. This left
16 cases of particular interest: four of these 3-nucleotide
instances can best be described as belonging to base spirals
or ‘2-level bridges’, in which four or more bases interact
edge-to-edge but slightly out of plane so that the resulting
chain of hydrogen-bonding bases form a spiral with the
fourth base stacking on the first base. Such complex base
pairing motifs will not be discussed further in this article.
Intermediate base triples. The remaining 12 three-
nucleotide instances appear to be genuine ‘intermediate’
base triples, as defined above. Each one involves cWW
pairing between bases 1 and 2 of the triple and interaction
of the Watson–Crick edge of the third base with atoms
belonging to the Hoogsteen or Sugar edges of each of the
first two bases, without formation of full base pairs with
either one. Four distinct intermediate triples were
observed (see Figure 3 and Supplementary Data S4).
In the first kind of intermediate base triple, atoms be-
longing to the Hoogsteen edges of a cWW AU base pair
interact with the W edge of C, as shown in Figure 3A.
We note that no free-standing CA cWH or CU tWH base
pairs have been observed or are expected. Using the
co-planar search procedure discussed above, we found
two independent instances of this base triple,
A2882-U2836-C2879 in Thermus thermophilus 23 S
rRNA and A356-U56-C352 in Escherichia coli and
T. thermophilus 16 S rRNA (Supplementary Data S4).
In these instances, the C(N4) amino group H-bonds with
U(O4) and the C(N3) and C(O2) atoms interact with
A(N6) amino group, so in each one of these triples the
C occupies a position exactly ‘intermediate’ between what
it would occupy in a tWH pair with U and in a cWH pair
with A.
In the second kind of intermediate base triple, atoms
belonging to the Hoogsteen edges of a cWW CG
base pair interact with the W edge of A, as shown in
Figure 3B. The A(N6) amino group H-bonds with
G(O6) and A(N1) interacts with C(N4) so that the triple
is ‘intermediate’ between AG tWH and AC cWH. While
no free-standing AC cWH base pair has been observed or
is expected, AG tWH pairs do exist. However, they are
different from what is observed in this base triple. In AG
Table 6. Estimated and observed frequencies (%) in the cWW/cHW triple family
B1/B2 cWW/cHW
cWW A C G U B1-B2/B3 A C G U
A 0.03 0.07 0.57 11.29 AA 0/0 0/0 0/0 0.03/0
C 0.07 0.07 33.90 0.06 AC 0/0 0.01/0 0/0 0/0
G 0.57 33.90 0.00 3.61 AG 0.03/0 0.07/0 1.07/5.97 0.04/0
U 11.29 0.06 3.61 0.90 AU 0/0 0/0 0/0 0.4/1.49
CA 0/0 0/0 0.01/0 0.08/1.49
B2/B3 CC 0/0 0.01/0 0/0 0/0
cHW A C G U CG 1.79/0 4.17/2.99 63.76/46.27 2.38/8.96
A 0.00 0.00 2.55 30.61 CU 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0
C 0.00 4.08 0.00 0.00 GA 0/0 0/0 0.05/0 0.6/1.49
G 1.53 3.57 54.59 2.04 GC 0/0 4.77/7.46 0/0 0/0
U 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.02 GG 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0
GU 0/0 0/0 0/0 0.13/0
UA 0/0 0/0 0.99/0 11.9/23.88
UC 0/0 0.01/0 0/0 0/0
UG 0.19/0 0.44/0 6.8/0 0.25/0
UU 0/0 0/0 0/0 0.03/0
Observed base pairs frequencies
Observed base pairs frequencies
Potential and observed base triple frequencies
The left panel shows the observed frequencies of base combinations in the cWW and cHW base pair families; green and pink background colors
indicate base pairs that occur or do not occur, respectively, in the corresponding base pair families. The right panel shows the estimated and observed
frequencies for base triples in the cWW/cHW family. Estimated frequencies for each triple combination (first number in each cell) were calculated by
multiplying the observed frequencies of the component cWW and cHW base pair combinations and normalizing. Observed frequencies are obtained
by normalizing occurrences of cWW/cHW base triples in the NR data set. Green outline and bold font indicates base combinations with high or
higher than estimated occurrence frequencies (e.g. CGG) and red outline and bold font indicates those with significantly lower than estimated
frequencies (e.g. UGG). As shown in Figure 4, CGG is stabilized by favorable interactions between bases 1 and 3 of the triple, while UGG is
destabilized by clashes between bases 1 and 3. Estimated and observed frequencies for all triple families are given in Supplementary Data S3.
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tWH, A(N6) H-bonds with G(N7) and protonated A(N1)
H-bonds to G(O6). We found one instance of this inter-
mediate base triple.
The third kind of an intermediate base triple also
involves the W edge of an A, but in this case the GC
base pair is flipped, as shown in Figure 3C. No free-
standing AC tWH base pair has been observed or is
expected. While AG cWH base pairs are known, they
are different from the interaction observed in this triple,
in which A(C2) H-bonds with G(O6) and A(N3) H-bonds
with C(N6). We found seven instances of this base triple.
The last case of an ‘intermediate’ base triple
involves the W edge of an A interacting with the Sugar
edges (minor groove) of a GC base pair, as shown in
Figure 3D. We have only observed one instance of this
base triple.
Use of the same edge in pairing to different bases. As men-
tioned in ‘Symbolic searches for base triples using FR3D’
section, a significant number of triples comprise three base
pairs and therefore belong to two different triple families
simultaneously. Two types are most prominent, cWW/tSS
and tWH/cWS. Generally, when a cWW/tSS base pair
forms with an adenosine interacting in the minor groove
of the cWW pair, the A forms a tSS pair with the second
base of the triple and also a cSS pair with the first base,
thus using its sugar edge twice. As there are other cWW/
cSS pairs in which the tSS interaction does not form, we
classify these triples as cWW/tSS rather than cWW/cSS,
and point out that generally there is also a cSS interaction
between bases 1 and 3 in the cWW/tSS triples. A second
prominent type is the conserved U8-A14-A21 triple in
the core of most tRNAs. This triple comprises tWH
pairing between U8 and A14 and cWS pairing between
A14 A21 pair and is therefore classified tWH/cWS (or
cSW/tHW, as it appears in the Base Triple Database).
For this, but not all, base combinations in the family, a
tSS pair also forms between A21 and U8. As it is not
always present, the triple is classified without mentioning
the tSS interaction. In a number of other families, we
find similar reinforcing interactions between bases 1
and 3 for some base combinations, some of which are
fully annotated as base pairs. The proposed classifica-
tion, however, successfully clusters triples into families
Figure 3. Examples of intermediate base triples in which bases 1 and 2 are cWW paired and the third base interacts with atoms on the adjoining
Hoogsteen or Sugar edges of both bases 1 and 2, without forming individual base pairs with either base. (A) Structure of AUC cWW/Intermediate-
HW triple A2882/U2836/C2879 from 23S rRNA, PDB file 3I8I (27). (B) Structure of CGA cWW/Intermediate-HW triple G22/C43/A9 from PDB file
2QWY (40). (C) Structure of GCA cWW/Intermediate-HW triple G2580/C2555/A2577 from PDB file 1S72 (42). (D) Structure of GCA cWW/
Intermediate-SW triple G769/C810/A900 from 1J5E (26). In panels (A), (B), and (C) the Watson-Crick edge of the third base interacts with atoms on
the Hoogsteen edges of bases 1 and 2, without forming individual base pairs with either one. In panel (D) the Watson-Crick edge of the third base
interacts with atoms on the Sugar edges of bases 1 and 2, again without forming individual base pairs with either one.
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according to interactions that occur consistently in all
instances.
Database of base triple families
We have prepared an on-line database of observed and
modeled base triples, organized in two ways, by geometric
triple family and by three-base combination (http://rna
.bgsu.edu/Triples). The Base Triple Database provides
separate web pages for each base triple family and for
each three-base combination. The main page provides
access to the individual web pages. To view a particular
base triple family, the user clicks on the cell corresponding
to that family in the left hand table on the main page.
In this table, green colored cells indicate families with
observed instances of fully annotated base triples. The
number in each cell reports the number of distinct base
combinations observed for that family. Yellow cells
designate families having no fully annotated instances.
These may have near instances, where one or both of
the component base pairs are annotated as ‘near’ base
pairs by FR3D.
To view the base triple families formed by a particular
three-base combination (AAA, AAC, AAG, AAU, etc.),
the user clicks on the corresponding cell in the right hand
table on the main page. Cells colored green in this table
indicate three-base combinations for which some
annotated instance has been observed.
On the page corresponding to a given base triple family,
the user is presented with a 16 4 table with cells corres-
ponding to each of the 64 three-base combinations.
The rows correspond to the nucleotides forming the first
base pair of the triple. For example, on the page corres-
ponding to the cWW/tHW triple family, the row labeled
‘AU’ contains triples having an AU cWW base pair.
The columns correspond to the third base of the triple.
Thus, on the cWW/tHW page, the cell corresponding to
the row ‘AU’ and column ‘G’ corresponds to the AUG
cWW/tHW base triple, which has a UG tHW base pair in
addition to the AU cWW base pair.
For each three-base combination for which at least one
instance was found having two annotated base pairs in
RNA 3D structures, the exemplar base triple is displayed
and the cell legend is colored with bright green back-
ground. Light green background is used to designate
those cases for which the only instances observed have
‘near’ base pairs. In these cases, a 3D model, built as
described in the Supplementary Data S0, is displayed.
The 3D structures of the near instances are also
provided and can be accessed by clicking on the word
‘near’ in the legend of the cell.
The legends of cells corresponding to potential base
triples for which no fully annotated or near instances
are observed are colored orange and a 3D model is dis-
played. For base combinations that are not observed and
not expected to form, no model is provided and an ex-
planation is provided in the corresponding cell. For
example, a cWW/cHW AAA triple is not expected to
form because the base combination AA does not form
a cHW base pair, and this is stated in the corresponding
cell.
For cells that contain instances or models, an interactive
3D structure can be displayed for manipulation by
clicking in the check box in the legend. This displays
the 3D structure in the Jmol window on the right of
the instance table and superposes it on any other triples
already displayed to allow comparison. Jmol functions
including model manipulation and changes to the
display are available. The user can download all
exemplar structures as PDB files for further analysis.
Other functions are accessible by clicking the relevant
text in the legends of cells. Clicking on the letters of the
three-base combination links the user to the correspond-
ing table displaying all triples formed by that combin-
ation. Clicking on the number of instances allows one to
superpose the structures of all the instances of that base
triple in the Jmol window to compare them and assess the
degree of variation among them.
The number of clashes calculated using the Probe
program (23) is displayed in the legend as clickable text
for all exemplars and models. Clicking on the number of
clashes brings up a KiNG (24) applet with all-atom
contacts shown as dots. Clashes are calculated between
base atoms and between base atoms and sugar–phosphate
atoms. All models are displayed, regardless of the number
of clashes, to allow users to download, refine and evaluate
them. The fact that a model is shown in the database is not
a statement that an instance exists. The fact that a large
number of clashes are calculated for the model is not a
statement that it cannot exist.
An interactive gallery showing all known cases of inter-
mediate base triples is accessible from the front page of the
triple website.
New versions of the database will be released on a
regular basis. All releases can be accessed independently
to facilitate referencing. The version of the database
described in this article is 1.4. A user guide to the
website is accessible from the front page.
Covariation of base triples in the ribosome
To assess the degree of conservation of base triples in
homologous RNA molecules, we identified base triples
formed by equivalent nucleotides in the 16S and 23S
rRNAs of E. coli and T. thermophilus, for which
high-quality 3D structures exist. FR3D annotates 124
regular base triples in E. coli 16S rRNA (25) and 141 in
T. thermophilus 16S rRNA (26), of which 91 occur at
equivalent positions in the two 16S rRNA structures and
belong to the same base triple families. Of these 91 struc-
turally conserved triples, 81 (89%) are also conserved in
sequence, having the same three-base combination as well
as the same base triple family. FR3D annotates 279 base
triples in E. coli 23S rRNA (25) and 267 in T. thermophilus
23S rRNA (27) of which 199 occur at equivalent positions
in the two 23S rRNA structures and belong to the same
base triple family. Of these 199 structurally conserved
triples, 167 (85%) are also conserved in sequence.
Among the 42 corresponding base triples from 16S and
23S rRNA that differ in sequence in the E. coli and T.
thermophilus structures, most differ in one or two bases,
but a few differ at all three bases. We compared five of
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these by superposition (Figure 4). As shown in Figure 4,
the corresponding triples are very similar in structure. This
analysis indicates that base substitutions in homologous
structures preserve the geometric base triple families we
have identified and is consistent with our previous finding
that 98% of corresponding base pairs in bacterial ribo-
somes, including Watson–Crick and non-WC base pairs,
are structurally conserved, i.e. isosteric or near isosteric
(18). We note that the core triple found by Levitt in
tRNA involving A9 also differs in all three bases. He
noted in his 1969 paper that when position 9 is G, the
third base pair of the D-stem is G12/C24 and when
position 9 is A, this pair is U12/A24, and on this basis
predicted a triple base interaction between positions 9, 12
and 24 (9). In fact, we find that GCA and UAA are two of
the most common variants of the cWW/tHH base triple
family, and most instances are from tRNAs.
Effects of modified nucleotides on triple formation
We have also examined base triples formed by modified
nucleotides, although these triples are not included in
the current Base Triple Database. There is increasing
evidence for the presence of modified nucleotides in a
wide variety of RNAs (28), in addition to tRNA (29,30)
and rRNA (31). The MODOMICS and RNA
Modification Databases currently list over 100 modified
nucleotides, most of which are rare or only occur in tRNA
(32,33). A total of 92 different modifications have been
found in tRNA and a recent survey showed that on
average 12% of tRNA residues are modified (34,35).
We extracted all clusters of three neighboring nucleo-
tides comprising at least one modified nucleotide from our
NR data set and examined each manually for possible
base triples. Given the high percentage of modified bases
that tRNAs contain, we also manually examined all tRNA
structures in the PDB for triples involving modified bases.
We found that a relatively small number of base triples
contain modified nucleotides. The results are provided as
Supplementary Data S5. No base triples were observed
involving highly modified bases. All the base triples
involving modified bases that we found belong to triple
families that were already identified and, with the excep-
tion of one instance, all the base combinations were also
observed with unmodified bases. The only new instance
involves the non-planar dihydro-uridine (D) modification,
forming a CGD tWW/cSW base triple (PDB file
1SER).The corresponding triple with unmodified U has
not been observed.
The most complex modifications occur in the anti-
codon loop of tRNA, especially at positions 34 and 37.
Figure 4. Examples of covariation of conserved base triples observed at corresponding positions in E. coli (blue) and T. thermophilus (orange) from
23S rRNA (Upper row) and 16S rRNA (Lower row). Upper row (A): Conserved tWW/cSS base triple in 23S rRNA nucleotides 430/234/219, which
is AUA in E.c. and GCG in T. th. (B): Conserved cWW/cHS base triple in 23S rRNA position 757/740/739, which is GCA in E.c. and UUG in T. th.
(C): Conserved cWW/cSW base triple in 23S rRNA position 418/409/226, which is GCA in E.c. and CGG in T. th. Lower row (D): Conserved
cWW/cHS base triple in 16S rRNA position 644/595/596, which is UAA in E.c. and GCG in T. th. (E): Conserved cWW/cSS base triple in 16S
rRNA position 1326/1311/1268, which is AUG in E. coli and GCA in T. th. Structures were taken from the following PDB files: E. coli 23S rRNA,
2QBE (25); E. coli 16S rRNA, 2QAN (25) T. th. 23S rRNA, 3I8I (27) and T. th. 16S rRNA, 1J5E (26).
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Extensive experimental work shows that these modifica-
tions pre-structure the anti-codon for specific interaction
with the intended codon sequence(s) by reducing the avail-
able conformational space and restricting dynamics (29).
It should therefore not be surprising that these bases are
not observed forming base triples, at least in biologically
relevant structures.
In 1999, Helm et al. provided the first direct evidence
for the role of modified nucleotides in RNA folding (36).
They used chemical and enzymatic structure probing to
compare the folding of native human mitochondrial
tRNALys, which folds into the expected cloverleaf struc-
ture in vitro, with the folding of the completely unmodi-
fied, in vitro transcript of this tRNA and that of a chimeric
synthetic version that contained m1A9 as the sole modified
base. They found that the unmodified in vitro transcript
folds into an extended hairpin rather than the native clo-
verleaf structure, with unmodified A9 forming a Watson–
Crick base pair with U64, which normally is part of the
T-stem. The chimeric tRNA containing m1A9, however,
correctly folds into the expected cloverleaf structure.
These results indicate that methylation of N1 on the
Watson–Crick edge of A9 guides correct folding of the
tRNA by preventing incorrect pairing with U64. As
the Hoogsteen edge of A9 is still available for pairing, it
is able to form the conserved base triple predicted by
Levitt with the third base pair of the D-stem, which is
U12/A23. In our proposed nomenclature, this triple
belongs to the cWW/tHH triple family.
Interestingly, the base triples that form the core,
conserved tertiary interactions in tRNA frequently
involve one or more modified bases. Given the experimen-
tal precedents noted above, these modifications, which
almost always involve methylation on a specific base
edge, thus effectively blocking base pairing on that edge,
evidently function to restrict, rather than expand, the
kinds of base pairs, and therefore, base triples, that the
base can form. For example, methylation of purine N7 or
pyrimidine C5 blocks pairing on the Hoogsteen edge,
while methylation of purine N1 or pyrimidine N3
blocks pairing on the Watson–Crick edge, and methyla-
tion of 20-O or the G-N2 probably modulates the
kinds of Sugar-edge interactions a nucleotide can form.
In addition, base methylations are likely to modulate
stacking interactions.
Base triples and RNA motifs
Base triples are components or submotifs of recurrent,
modular RNA motifs. These motifs have varied functions:
they may mediate tertiary interactions in the same RNA,
or bind other RNAs, proteins or small molecules. The
same motif can have multiple functions in different
contexts (37–39). RNA motifs also form as the result of
RNA tertiary interactions. In fact, the most common base
triples mediate long-range RNA tertiary interactions: The
base triples cWW/cSS, cWW/tSS, cWW/cSW, cWW/tSW,
tSH/cSS and tSH/tSS are components of tertiary inter-
actions involving the minor groove (6). Less frequent
but also important are tertiary interactions involving the
Hoogsteen edge. Long-range triples resulting from tertiary
interactions at the Hoogsteen edge include cWW/tHH
(as in the tRNA 9-12-23 triple), cWW/cHW and cWW/
tHW. Another example is the tWW/tHW triple that forms
when the GAAA loop binds to the cognate loop receptor
(7,41). In contrast, the cWW/cHS and tHW/cHS triples
usually occur within internal loops and do not involve a
long-range tertiary interaction.
DISCUSSION
With respect to our original goals, we find that although it
is not yet possible to state how many different base triples
are possible in biological RNA molecules, we are able to
provide a fairly accurate upper limit to the number of
types of triples (i.e. geometric base triple families) and
the number of base combinations within each family
that can form stable triples. The fact that almost all
observed triples are also predicted by the proposed classi-
fication scheme provides a strong argument for its sound-
ness as a conceptual framework for organizing base
triples. The small number of exceptions, i.e. observed
triples that are not predicted starting from known base
pairs, nonetheless fit within a modified framework. They
are all intermediate cases in which a cWW base pair forms
between two bases of the triple, while the third base inter-
acts in an intermediate geometry with the aligned edges
(Hoogsteen or Sugar edges) of the first two bases, without
fully base pairing with either base, as discussed above and
illustrated in Figure 3.
Furthermore, the fact that almost all three-base com-
binations that are predicted to not form base triples also
are not observed to do so, provides further support for the
proposed geometric base triple classification. The only ex-
ceptions are the small number of intermediate cases just
discussed.
A prominent outcome of our analysis is the prediction
of a large number of possible base triples that are not
observed. A significant, but relatively small number of
these appear to be precluded from forming by steric
clashes between the first and third base. In addition,
within most families, individual examples of base
combinations that cannot form due to steric clashes are
evident by inspection. An example was provided in
Figure 2. However, for most predicted but not observed
three-base combinations, obvious steric clashes are not
apparent.
Many of these predicted three-base combinations may
not yet be observed in structures, because of the limited
nature of the RNA 3D structure database. Therefore, we
anticipate that new base triples will be found as new struc-
tures are solved at atomic resolution. FR3D now provides
a data pipeline for analyzing new structures to identify
and classify new base triples and to update the Base
Triple Database automatically. Another source of experi-
mental evidence for identifying as yet unobserved base
triples is homologous sequence alignments. If a base
triple is conserved with regard to geometric triple family
in the 3D structures of the distantly related E. coli and
T. thermophilus 16S or 23S rRNAs, it is also likely to
be conserved in other bacterial species. We are currently
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developing data pipelines to apply this approach to
identify new base triples in structurally annotated
sequence alignments of ribosomal RNAs. Preliminary
work provides evidence that a significant increase in the
number of base triple combinations will be obtained in
this way.
Steric and statistical considerations may not be the only
factors responsible for the large variations observed in the
occurrence frequencies of different three-base combin-
ations within a given base triple family. The example of
CGG, the most frequent three-base combination in the
cWW/cHW family (Figure 2) suggests the importance of
favorable interactions between bases 1 and 3 in stabilizing
the triple. Conversely, we anticipate that unfavorable elec-
tronic interactions, even in the absence of obvious steric
clashes, may destabilize particular three-base combin-
ations. These considerations indicate that detailed energet-
ic analysis using high-level quantum chemical calculations
can be expected to play an important role in deepening
our understanding of the most frequently occurring base
triples, on the one hand, and a significant fraction of the
large number of predicted but not observed triple combin-
ations, on the other. We plan to maintain and update the
on-line resource that we have developed to facilitate
further work on base triples. The database can be
studied to select observed, or unobserved but predicted,
base triples of special interest for detailed analysis. The
models provided can be downloaded and studied further
with modeling tools to optimize geometries and calculate
and compare intrinsic interaction energies.
CONCLUSION
In summary, we have carried out an exhaustive analysis of
observed and potential base triples in atomic-resolution
RNA 3D structures deposited in PDB/NDB. We under-
took a concerted and systematic effort to test our model
for classifying base triples. We thoroughly searched the
structure database by solely geometric means for sets of
three co-planar bases, without regard to precomputed
base pair annotations. We carefully examined each of
the instances obtained to find new base triples, not previ-
ously classified according to our model. This approach
yielded a very limited number (four) of new, intermediate
types of triples and effectively validated the generality of
the proposed classification.
We have organized the triple data into an on-line
electronic resource that includes exemplars of observed
instances and 3D models where instances are not avail-
able. Because of the dynamic nature of the experimental
RNA structure database, and the fact that many predicted
base triples are not yet observed, we plan to update the
Base Triple Database periodically as new atomic-
resolution structures are solved, to identify new, previous-
ly unobserved instances of triples and to recalculate oc-
currence frequencies using updated non-redundant data
sets, so as to maintain its usefulness to the community.
We suggest that the proposed geometric classification
of RNA base triples provides a robust framework for
organizing these data in ways that are useful for RNA
3D structure prediction and modeling, RNA sequence
alignment and phylogenetic analysis. All base triples be-
longing to the same triple family are geometrically similar,
having all three glycosidic bonds located and oriented in
the same way in 3D space. This explains the high degree of
conservation of base triple families revealed by compari-
son of the 3D structures of the rRNAs of the distantly
related bacteria E. coli and T. thermophilus and provides
additional strong support for the validity of the proposed
classification.
SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online:
Supplementary Methods, Supplementary Data 0–5,
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